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the Birth Plan
Birth Doesn’t Read Plans
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Intentions address how you would like  
to be with yourself and others.

While developing awareness and determining what is important to you in labor, birth, and 
immediate postpartum are valuable, writing out a detailed birth plan can inadvertently concretize 
expectations and plant seeds for disappointment or worse, trauma.  

Instead, think of a birth plan as a process, a tool for educating yourself and communicating with 
your care provider so that you can learn how compatible your preferences are with those typically 
available with your selected medical team and birth location well in advance of labor. 

Birth plans get trickiest when they lay out your preferences like a script for labor that should be 
followed by all actors. There are too many actors involved and too many external and internal 
factors in labor and birth to be able to predict whether your birth will follow the script. Basically, 
labor doesn’t follow scripts.

Try going beyond a birth plan by writing out your intentions. Intentions are very different from 
goals. Goals are measurable and therefore can either succeed or fail, whereas intentions address 
how you would like to be with yourself and others. 

Let me share an example so you understand what I mean:

• Goal: to birth without drugs
• Intention: to labor strongly, with focus and attention to what is needed in the moment, to ask 

for help when I need it, and to be tender with myself even when I don’t feel powerful

These feel different both now and in labor: one sets us up to either succeed or fail, while the other 
prepares us to be strong, focused, and gentle with ourselves in each moment, regardless of the path 
the labor takes.
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What are your intentions for labor and birth? Here are some prompts you might want to 
consider:

How do you intend to be with yourself in moments of intensity or struggle?

How do you intend to be with yourself in moments of great joy?

How do you intend to be with your partner? Labor support? Care providers?

How do you intend to be with the ever-changing nature of birth?

If you find yourself losing track of your intentions, how would you like to be supported in 
coming back to focus?

If things go in ways other than you desire, how do you wish to be with those unwished-for 
changes?

Be wary of answering these questions in order to please others, or as a means of getting the birth 
outcome you most desire. It may be helpful to think about things not going exactly the way you 
most hope they do and answering from within that scenario. You don’t have to focus too much 
here on action plans for how’ll you’ll be if things don’t go as you imagine.
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Writing out intentions for birth can look more like writing a guided meditation for yourself, 
one that reminds you what is truly important about how you wish to show up for yourself, your 
partner, and your baby in all the ways labor and birth might unfold.

Here are some examples of birth intentions:

I intend to follow my body’s desire for movement, water, food, temperature, light or darkness, 
sound, and vocalization knowing my preferences may fluctuate and change over time.

I intend to practice receiving help from those around me when needed.

I intend to let myself refuse help when it does not suit me in the moment.

I intend to remember I am not alone, that I am working with my baby.

I intend to connect with the love around me and the love I feel for my baby.

I intend to make decisions about my care in the moment when the conversation arises and ask for 
help in getting the information I need to make choices that feel appropriate for me at the time.

I intend to give myself permission to be impolite and antisocial if that is what I need.

I intend to be kind with myself if things surprise me, and I find those surprises difficult.

I intend to make myself large enough to feel all the emotions that need to be felt, even those I find 
difficult or unsavory in my prelabor state.

These are just a few possibilities. 

What are your intentions? How do you want to hold yourself through the experience of labor and 
birth? Try writing them out. Keep them to a single page, and keep them simple, if possible. 

Once you have them down, work with them. Read them often. Use them as guiding principles for 
your life leading up to labor. 

I like to think of birth intentions like wedding vows. They guide your actions from a place of 
profound love and commitment. This time, the love and commitment are to yourself, your baby, 
and perhaps, your partner. If you prefer, you can write them as, “To the best of my ability, I will . . 
.” Use what works for you!
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Join the FREE, online  
Transformed by Birth community!

This invite-only Facebook group is for expecting and new parents (and other birth 
professionals, too!) where we will embrace the idea that there is no one right way to 
give birth or to parent. We will share our stories, our fears, our breakthroughs, and our 
struggles while being respectful of each other’s journeys to parenthood and beyond. 

**Use the codeword TRANSFORMED to gain access**

CLICK HERE TO JOIN US TODAY!
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/2465865160297899/

